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ma-ray irradiation and post-
annealing studies on pentacene films: the
anisotropic effects on structural and electronic
properties†

Aswin kumar Anbalagan,a Chun-Yu Jao,b Maliya Syabriyana,cd Chen-Lin Fan,a

Shivam Gupta,d Mayur Chaudhary,d Yu-Lun Chueh, d Nyan-Hwa Tai d

and Chih-Hao Lee *ab

In this work, g-ray irradiation effects on pentacene thin films are investigated in terms of the change in the

crystallinity, and electronic structure as well as chemical states of the film. The pentacene films are g-

irradiated up to 3 kGy and then characterized using synchrotron X-ray diffraction, near edge X-ray

absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. We found that g-ray

irradiation creates defects, resulting in a decrease of X-ray diffraction intensity both in the plane normal

and in-plane directions. From angle dependent NEXAFS; the transition of C 1s to p* orbital for irradiated

samples increases; suggesting that the unoccupied p* states enhance due to defects or radical

formation in pentacene thin films. Additionally, the in-plane resistivity shows a decreasing trend of

resistance after irradiation. This trend of increase in conductivity is also consistent with C 1s to p

transition, which manifests the increase in carrier concentration. Hall effect measurements further

confirmed the increase in carrier concentration as a function of dose; however, the mobility of the

sample decreases as the dose rate increases due to the defects created. By post-irradiation annealing,

the thin film phase diffraction intensity can be recovered. Altogether, the anisotropic studies on

pentacene films disclosed that the irradiation leads to defect formation along in-plane and plane normal

directions. Overall, these results suggest that pentacene is one of the robust organic electronic

materials; whose structure remains mostly intact even after irradiation up to a dose of 3 kGy.
Introduction

Organic semiconductors have emerged as a vibrant eld of
research during the past decades in wearable and exible
electronics owing to their superiorities of exibility, and being
easy to fabricate in large area.1 The fabrication of low cost large
area radiation monitors based on small molecule semi-
conductors has become crucial to attain high performance
organic electronic devices.2–4 Especially, it can play an impor-
tant role in the high level rad-waste monitoring area during the
decommissioning of nuclear power plants, and in space related
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applications. Pentacene is commonly employed in organic thin
lm transistors and organic eld effect transistors because of its
high mobility.5 Pentacene is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
organic semiconductor.6,7 For decades, many groups have
studied various organic based materials under different radia-
tions such as IR, X-ray, proton, gamma, etc. and they noticed an
increase in the conductivity. At the same time, they proposed
that the organic based materials can be used as an active
sensing layer in real applications such as sensors.8–13 Further-
more, studies related to the change in electronic and structural
properties with respect to dose are essential for radiation sensor
applications.

Previously, some research groups have studied the changes
in the chemical properties of pentacene based thin lms by
angular dependent near edge X-ray absorption ne structure
(NEXAFS) technique and analyzed the orientation of the mole-
cules with different combinations of layers.14–18 However, the
key technology in tuning molecular packing of organic semi-
conductors on polymeric insulators is still decient, but its
importance along with different dielectric congurations were
discussed previously.19–22
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 1 (a) Normalized intensity vs. 2 theta of plane normal XRD of
pentacene thin films at various doses and (b) enlarged view of pen-
tacene (001)T film at various doses all measured at l ¼ 1.5406 �A.
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Yet, the mechanism, neither due to the change in phase
transition nor the electronic structure owing to g-ray irradia-
tion, has not been studied in detail. Until now, most reports
provide an overview of radiation effects on the electronic
transport properties of pentacene thin lm.23–26 Moreover, the
scope of our work is unique, since we analyzed the effects of g-
irradiation at different dose levels among p and s bonds
existing in the molecule. Pentacene thin lm is a layered
structured material and anisotropic studies on such type of
material lead to a better understanding of the irradiation effects
on the molecular level along in-plane and plane normal direc-
tions. To understand whether there will be any structural
modication in the pentacene thin lms owing to g-ray irradi-
ation, sample characteristics such as crystallinity, morphology,
electronic & chemical structure change were studied aniso-
tropically. Finally, the post-annealing treatment was studied to
understand the possibility of recovery of lms aer irradiation,
and its results were discussed below.

Experimental

Pentacene of 99% purity was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and it was used without further purication. Silicon wafers of
1 cm � 1 cm with a thermally grown oxide layer of 300 nm were
employed as substrates. The substrates were solvent cleaned
using acetone and rinsed further with ethanol, followed by
deionized water for 5 min under the ultra-sonication process
and nally dried by N2 stream. Pentacene thin lms of around
80–100 nm were deposited on the Si substrates using thermal
evaporation technique at a pressure of about 2 � 10�5 torr.

Tomeasure the change in resistivity anisotropically, a simple
semiconductor device was fabricated. The source and drain
electrodes were then fabricated by depositing copper (Cu)
electrodes of 60 nm on the top of pentacene thin lms through
shadow mask forming Cu/pentacene/SiO2/Si structure. The
devices have a channel width of 8000 mm and a channel length
of 200 mm. The carrier concentration and mobility of the
samples were determined by Hall effect measurements using
ECOPIA HMS-5000. Four copper contacts (60 nm) as electrodes
were deposited by sputtering with a channel length of about 400
mm. g-Ray radiation exposures were performed using 29 kCi
60Co source with the energies of 1.173 MeV and 1.332 MeV at
Radioisotope Laboratory Facility of National Tsing Hua
University. Different doses of samples were obtained by varying
the exposure time at a dose rate of 1 kGy h�1 to attain the total
dose of 400 Gy and 3000 Gy.

The thickness and surface morphology of the thin lms were
determined by using scanning electron microscope (JEOL, JSM,
7610F) and surface proler (Veeco, Dektak 150). Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) was utilized to study morphology and the
roughness of the samples before and aer irradiation by
tapping mode. Raman spectroscopy was performed at room
temperature by using 633 nm excitation laser (HORIBA HR800).
Synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried
at the end stations of beamline 13A, 07A & 17B27 at National
Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC) facility, Tai-
wan. The plane normal XRD was performed to study the change
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
in the crystallinity as well as the ordering of the thin lms;
whereas to understand the orientations of the molecular
packing structure along the in-plane directions, in-plane
Grazing Incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) technique using 8
circle diffractometer was performed. The electronic structure of
carbon K-edge for pentacene thin lms before and aer g-ray
irradiation was studied at BL-20A in NSRRC by utilizing total
electron yield (TEY-XAS) mode. To examine the variation in the
chemical surface states of the lms, X-ray Photoelectron Spec-
troscopy (XPS) was carried out at BL-24A of NSRRC facility.
Resistance measurement was obtained from the I–V curves
using Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterization System at
room temperature. To study the recovery of the thin lm phase
aer irradiation, post-annealing treatment was carried out at
various temperatures in vacuum at a pressure of about 1.2 �
10�5 torr for 1 h. Later, the samples were allowed to cool down
slowly until they reach room temperature.
Results and discussion

To scrutinize whether the g-ray radiations altered the structure
and crystallinity of pentacene thin lms, we analyzed the XRD
results of pentacene thin lms before and aer irradiations.
Fig. 1(a) shows that the observed XRD pattern of pentacene thin
lms, which is consistent with the earlier reported work by T. S.
Huang et al.,28 conrming the co-existence of two phases in
pentacene thin lms. Two phases existing in pentacene lms
are marked in Fig. 1(a) as subscript T and B, where T stands for
thin lm phase and B for bulk phase. Predominantly, we can
observe from Fig. 1(b) that the (001)T peak intensity of the
pristine sample is higher when compared to the irradiated
samples at various doses. This change in intensity of (001)T is
observed to be lesser than 10% with respect to pristine sample.
This degradation of intensity might be due to the irradiation
induced defects created in the sample. The intensity values,
peak positions, and the corresponding parameters for the
pristine and irradiated samples are summarized in Table 1. It
can be observed that the coherent length and Debye–Waller
factor values calculated are within 3% of uncertainty, which
reveals the main structure of pentacene is not radiation
damaged with a dose up to 3 kGy. This radiation tolerance could
be due to the nature of aromatic rings existing in pentacene thin
lms.11
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21092–21099 | 21093



Table 1 XRD measurement data of (001)T

Dose
% of intensity
degradation d (�A) Tilt angle (�)

Pristine 0 15.34 16.63
400 Gy 2.27 15.37 16.26
3000 Gy 8.03 15.4 15.87
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Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the in-plane X-ray diffraction pattern
measured at a grazing angle of 0.15�. The (110) diffraction
represents the distance between the pentacene planes held
together by p–p interactions, which is consistent with previous
reports,29 and the strong diffraction peaks tend to assume
a herringbone structure.30 Unlike the preferred orientation of
(001)T in the plane normal direction, the rocking curve of (110)T
reveals a powder form in the surface plane with a grain size of
about 14.2 nm, deduced from Scherrer's formula. The in-plane
GIXD results reveal a decrease in the integrated intensity aer
irradiation, which is similar to our plane normal data. This
degradation of XRD results suggests that the arrangements of
atoms are well ordered before irradiation and some defects are
formed in the molecular packing aer exposure to 3 kGy dose,
resulting in a reduced diffraction intensity. Herringbone angle
of pristine sample is around 52.6�, which is similar to the report
of other groups,31,32 however, it reduces to 50.9� aer irradiation
of 3 kGy. This herringbone angle shi can also be seen in the
work of Meyenburg et al. in which the angle shi was due to
heating of the pentacene molecules at different temperatures.33

In our case, the herringbone angle shi has occurred due to the
defects or radicals created in the molecule aer irradiation.

The morphology and the roughness were investigated for the
thin lms before and aer irradiation using AFM and SEM, as
shown in Fig. S1 and S2,† respectively. No noticeable change in
the physical appearance and morphology can be observed for
the samples exposed to various doses. The average domain size
from AFM is around 18.8 nm and the coherent length of the thin
lm is about 14.2 nm from the GIXD data. The average in-plane
domain size and coherent length before and aer irradiation
did not change signicantly. Raman spectra of pentacene thin
lms before and aer irradiation were carried out at room
temperature in the range of 1000–1700 cm�1, as shown in
Fig. S3.† The changes in the Raman spectra due to the
Fig. 2 (a) In-plane (grazing incidence¼ 0.15�) of pentacene based thin
films at various doses and (b) enlarged view of pentacene (110) in-
plane peak at various doses measured at l ¼ 1.54981 �A.
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molecular vibrations across C–H bending and C–C stretching in
case of pristine and irradiated samples are deemed to be within
the statistical error limit. These results also conrm that the
structure of the pentacene molecules remains intact aer irra-
diating to a dose of up to 3 kGy.

To determine the electronic structure of the pentacene
molecule at different orientations, polarized angular dependent
XAS studies was carried out at BL 20A of NSRRC facility. It can
be observed that the intensity of C 1s to p* transition changes
with respect to the incident photon angle, which conrms that
the pentacene molecule is grown in the form of a layered
structure, resulting in the orthogonality fashion existing
between p and s orientations.14,18,34 C 1s NEXAFS spectra for
pentacene lm grown on SiO2/Si surfaces were performed at
various incidence angles. Herein, 90� and 30� represent the
angle between the surface of the sample and the direction of the
Fig. 3 Normalized XAS absorption spectra for C 1s at various g-ray
doses measured at (a) in-plane (90�) and (b) plane normal (30�); the
inset shows the extended view of p & s orientation, whereas 90� & 30�

indicate the angle between the surface of the sample and the direction
of the polarization vector of light.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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polarization vector of light, which were shown in Fig. 3(a) and
(b), respectively. In the C 1s NEXAFS, different types of reso-
nance exist. The resonances in between 283–287 eV corresponds
to the transition of core electrons into unoccupied p* state of
the sp2-hybridized carbon atoms, between 287–291 eV into C–
H*/Rydberg states and between 291–315 eV into s* states.34–37

Furthermore, in-plane (90�) NEXAFS has resulted in a higher
white line intensity of p* states in the 3 kGy irradiated sample.
This experimental result suggests a relatively higher amount of
unoccupied valence orbital for 3 kGy irradiated samples,
whereas the attenuated intensity in the pristine sample is
attributed to almost completely lled valence orbital.

The post edge regions around 291–315 eV are responsible for
s transitions where the changes before and aer irradiations
are within the error limit because s bonds are stronger in
comparison to the p bonds. In addition, it can be observed from
Fig. 3(b) that the spectra follow a similar trend in which the 3
kGy irradiated sample has more unoccupied p* states in
comparison to the pristine sample. However, due to the aniso-
tropic nature of the sample, it can be seen that s transitions
dominates over p transitions. Overall, from the NEXAFS data, it
could be concluded that the increase in unoccupied p* states
lead to the change in the white line intensity due to the defects
Fig. 4 (a) Schematic diagram of bottom-gate top-contact configurati
change in the resistivity along in-plane and plane normal orientation as a
normal orientation as a function of dose for pentacene thin film.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
or radicals created aer g-ray irradiation. Furthermore, it can be
seen that the change in density of states along in-plane direc-
tions leads to an increase in the conductivity of the lm. This is
mainly because the electron transport in pentacene molecule
occurs predominantly along p–p orientation.

XPS was carried out to determine whether any changes
occurred in the chemical states of the pentacene lms before
and aer g-ray exposure. Fig. S4† shows the XPS spectrum of the
C 1s peak, whose binding energy lies around 284.8 eV corre-
sponding to the sp2 hybridized carbon atoms present in the
pentacene molecule. No signicant change or shi in the
binding energy was observed, which further suggests that the
pentacene structure remains intact even aer g-ray exposure of
3 kGy.

The phenomena of radiation generated carrier concentration
can facilitate the use of organic semiconductors as sensors in
various high radiation areas. Therefore, a simple resistor was
fabricated to study these effects anisotropically and understand
the change in resistivity along in-plane and plane normal
directions upon exposure to ionizing radiation. Fig. 4(a) shows
a simple pentacene based organic resistor fabricated on the Cu
electrodes to measure the change in resistance across the in-
plane direction (i.e. along the p–p interaction of the
on; (b) vertical configuration of pentacene based resistor device; (c)
function of dose and (d) change in mobility along in-plane and plane

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21092–21099 | 21095
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molecule). To correlate the effects due to g-ray irradiation along
the plane normal direction, a vertical based device was fabri-
cated, as shown in Fig. 4(b). As the dose level increased to 3 kGy,
the resistivity along in-plane direction decreases with respect to
the pristine sample, as can be seen from Fig. 4(c). The resistivity
decreases from 20 � 104 U cm to 2.4 � 104 U cm aer exposure
to 3 kGy, conrming the increase in conductivity of the thin
lms upon g-ray exposure. Since the in-plane orientation of the
pentacene molecules is bounded by p–p interaction, the
decrease in the resistivity of the lms aer irradiation attributes
to the enhanced electron transport across the in-plane direc-
tion. Whereas, across the plane normal direction, the resistivity
of the pristine sample is around 6.8 � 107 U cm, which is three
orders of magnitude higher than the in-plane resistivity. The
high resistivity in the plane normal direction reveals the exis-
tence of van der Waals force between the layered structure of
pentacene thin lms, which further conrms that electron
transport mainly occurs through p–p interaction of the sample.
Meanwhile, the plane normal resistance aer irradiation
remains unaffected, which is totally different from the in-plane
resistivity data. This could be due to the weak van der Waals
force along the vertical direction.

To further illustrate the details of resistivity, Hall mobility
measurement was performed. Fig. S5† shows a schematic
pattern fabricated for Hall effect measurement. The Hall effect
measurement is more crucial to know the carrier concentration
change in the pentacene lms along plane normal and in-plane
directions. The previously discussed NEXAFS data shows that
the density of the unoccupied states increases aer g-ray irra-
diation, which is possible due to some intermediate energy
states created aer g-ray irradiation. This led to boost up the
carrier transport, which indicates the increase of carrier
concentration of the irradiated samples due to ions and free
radicals created. The carrier mobility on different orientations
of the thin lm can be calculated from s ¼ enm, where s stands
for conductivity, e is the unit charge, n is the carrier concen-
tration and m is the carrier mobility. It can be seen from Fig. 4(d)
that the in-plane mobility decreases as a function of dose.
However, along plane normal direction, no signicant change
in mobility was observed. Such a phenomenon of the decrease
in mobility might result from the anisotropic structural
Table 2 Comparison of mobility values for pentacene organic thin film

Gate dielectric
material Measurement method Carrier

SiO2 Field-effect 0.4
SiO2 Field-effect 0.45
Al2O3 Field-effect 0.45
SiO2 Field-effect 1.0
SiO2 Field-effect 1.5
Al2O3 Field-effect 2.4
Polyimide Hall-effect 0.4
Glass Hall-effect 3.0
Glass Hall-effect 2.42
SiO2 Hall-effect 0.73 (pr
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disorders that are created aer irradiation. This result is
consistent with the other reported works, in which mobility
decreased aer irradiation.11,24,26 In this work, the resistivity
decreases (Fig. 4(c)) together with the mobility (Fig. 4(d)) as
a function of dose, which implies an increase of carrier
concentration aer g-ray irradiation. Additionally, this effect
occurs only along the in-plane p–p orientation.

Table 2 lists a comparison of mobility values obtained from
other reported works with different gate dielectric materials as
well as using different methods utilized for mobility measure-
ment. Hall-effect mobility is usually much higher than the
mobility derived from the transfer characteristics of eld-effect
method.38 In case of the eld-effect method, this change in the
mobility value is obvious because the charge carrier transport is
known to occur within the rst few nanometers of the thin lm
adjacent to the dielectric layer.39 Carrier traps at interface always
give rise to the reduction of mobility value, while Hall
measurement gives higher mobility values for thicker lms.

To understand the possibility of the recovery of the penta-
cene lms aer irradiation and illustrating its usage for
reversible dosimetry applications, post-annealing studies were
carried out.

Guo et al.40 reported that post-annealing led to a decrease of
the XRD intensity of the thin lm phase of pristine samples at
various temperatures. They reported that the post-annealing
treatments of pentacene lms at 45, 50 and 70 �C led to the
decrease in the ordering of themolecules of the pristine sample.
Besides the decrease in diffraction intensity of pristine sample,
we found that the reduction of thin lm phase intensity upon
the post-annealing treatment is correlated with the strain
relaxation effect.

This result suggests the conversion of thin lm phase into
the bulk phase of the pentacene thin lms, as shown in
Fig. 5(a), which is consistent with the work of S. G. Jeong et al.41

Whereas in the case of irradiated samples, the post-annealing
situation could be different. Since the pentacene thin lm
aer irradiation is less stable, the disordered molecule perhaps
could be vibrating in all orientations to release energy due to
induced radiation effect. Therefore, pentacene molecules are
easier to realign in well-orderly fashion by the post-annealing
treatment for those irradiated samples. Post-annealing
transistors

mobility (cm2 V�1 s�1) Ref.

H. Klauk et al.43

R. Ruiz et al.44

A. A. Gunther et al.45

L. Cai et al.26

Y. Y. Lin et al.46

J. H. Schön et al.47

T. Sekitani et al.48

Y. J. Lin et al.49

H. Y. Tsao et al.50

istine), 0.41 (400 Gy), 0.15 (3000 Gy) This work*

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 5 XRD spectra of (a) pristine, (b) 400Gy, (c) 3000Gy of irradiated pentacene film and (d) resistancemeasurement before and after annealing.
The inset shows the enlarged view of (001)B peak.
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treatment at 80 �C for 1 h in vacuum for those irradiated pen-
tacene lms shows an increase in the Bragg peak intensity of the
thin lm phase, as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). Additionally, it
can also be seen that the diffraction intensity recovery in the
case of 400 Gy sample is higher in comparison to the 3 kGy
sample. It may be because the defects created in 400 Gy samples
are at lower concentrations and the defected radicals do not
interact with each other. Whereas the sample irradiated at 3 kGy
dose consists of highly interacted defects or permanent damage
in the crystal structure, resulting in a difficulty to recover or re-
ordering to the same fashion like 400 Gy samples.

Along with the XRD measurements aer the post-annealing
treatment, resistance measurements have been carried out to
check the possibility of the recovery of the lm. It can be seen
from Fig. 5(d) that annealing at 80 �C leads to the increase in
resistivity, which could result from either carrier mobility
decrease or carrier concentration decrease. In a non-irradiated
sample, the decrease in mobility is usually due to a higher
degree of mixed phases (bulk and thin lm phases) co-existing
in the pentacene thin lm. A conversion of thin lm phase into
the bulk phase gives rise to a higher resistance, as reported by T.
Ji et al.42 This phenomenon seems consistent with our post-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
annealing XRD results of pristine samples. However, the post-
annealing treatment leads to the increase in the resistivity in
case of irradiated samples. This could be due to the recombi-
nation of the radicals that further decrease the carrier concen-
tration because the XRD bulk phase intensity did not increase
aer annealing, as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c).

In summary, the conductivity change of the pentacene thin
lms aer irradiation suggests that irradiation can be used as
a potential tool for the detection of ionizing radiation.
Conclusion

In this work, we studied the effects of 60Co g-ray irradiation on
the crystallinity, electronic structure, chemical states, and
electrical properties of pentacene thin lms anisotropically.
From the XRD results, across the plane normal and in-plane
directions, conrmed that the structure of pentacene remains
robust. About 10% of integrated diffraction intensity dropped
aer 3 kGy of g-ray irradiation. NEXAFS results revealed that the
C 1s transition to unoccupied valence states of p orientation is
enhanced aer irradiation along both in-plane and plane
normal directions. In s orientation, the change is within the
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 21092–21099 | 21097
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statistical limit. On the other hand, the resistivity study of
pentacene thin lm under g-ray exposure conrmed an increase
in the conductivity of the device. This result is also consistent
with C 1s / p transition from NEXAFS result; that manifests
the increase in carrier concentration along the in-plane direc-
tion (i.e. along p–p orientation), which is responsible for the
electron transport in the pentacene molecule. Mobility of the
samples decreases as a function of dose along the in-plane
direction, conrming the defects or radicals created in the
samples owing to g-ray irradiation. Furthermore, the post-
annealing treatment revealed the recovery of the thin lm
phase diffraction intensity aer g-ray exposure. Altogether from
the obtained results, it can be concluded that pentacene could
serve as a tool for radiation sensing applications over a large
area due to its radiation tolerance capacity.
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